Variations in transrenal DNA and comparison with plasma DNA as a diagnostic marker for colorectal cancer.
Transrenal DNA can potentially be useful in the disease management of colorectal cancer (CRC) and has potential diagnostic utility. Our study aimed to conduct preoperative and postoperative analysis of KRAS-positive patients, using transrenal DNA compared with plasma DNA. This is critically needed for disease diagnostics and treatment response monitoring. CRC patients at different stages of the disease and with different molecular profiles were recruited for serial time-point analysis. Preoperative and postoperative urine specimens were extracted and compared with tumor tissues and plasma DNA. Our analysis demonstrated that transrenal DNA offered comparable sensitivity and specificity to plasma DNA analysis. Collection of transrenal DNA, being noninvasive, is an attractive assay and easily allows serial monitoring of the disease. Results from preoperative detection showed a close correlation to tumor tissue profiling and demonstrated close associations to the disease. We also observed significant decreases in mutant KRAS DNA concentration after surgery, which confirmed transrenal DNA's sensitivity to treatment response. The use of transrenal DNA offers a possible alternative method of disease profiling, detection and tracking. Our study is one of the first to systematically analyze a relatively large number of different CRC patients using transrenal DNA. The positive correlation with disease demonstrates the assay's viability in the clinical setting, and our method further opens up the possibility to use transrenal DNA for clinical intervention investigations.